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Original Antigenic Sin — The Hidden Danger of COVID Shots

By Dr. Joseph Mercola, September 28, 2022

They say more research needs to be done on what is known as “original antigenic sin,” aka
“immune imprinting,”  which refers  to  how your  immune system responds to  repeated
introductions of the COVID variants.

Ukraine War:  Implications of  “Joining Russia”:  Referendums in Donbass,  Zaporozhe and
Kherson

By Drago Bosnic, September 27, 2022

The areas expressed a clear intention of joining Russia and are now being subjected to
reprisals by the Neo-Nazi junta. These war crimes are hardly unexpected, as the Russian-
speaking  people  living  in  eastern,  southeastern,  southern  and  southwestern  areas  of
Ukraine have often been referred to as “Untermensch” (or “subhuman”) by the NATO-
backed Neo-Nazi clique which hijacked Ukraine in 2014.

The Israel  Files:  WikiLeaks Docs Show Top Hollywood Producers Working with Israel  to
Defend Its War Crimes

By Alan MacLeod, September 27, 2022

As  Israel  was  launching  a  deadly  assault  on  Gaza,  killing  thousands  of  civilians  and
displacing more than 100,000 people, many of America’s top TV, music and film producers
were organizing to protect the apartheid state’s reputation from widespread international
condemnation.
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Revealing Covid Vaxx Lies: US Federal Court Orders CDC to Release 137 Million Entries of
COVID Vaccine Adverse Events Collected Via V-safe App

By Michael Nevradakis, September 27, 2022

The order by the U.S. District Court for the Western District of Texas-Austin Division follows
a series  of  lawsuits  filed by the Informed Consent  Action Network  (ICAN),  an Austin-based
nonprofit “focused on the scientific integrity of vaccines and [the] pharmaceutical industry.”

Putin’s Address to the Russian People: “Abandoning Hope For Peaceful Coexistence”?

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts and Pres. Vladimir Putin, September 27, 2022

In his speech Putin begins the preparation of the Russian people for the hard reality.  Putin
doesn’t like the hard reality and did his best to avoid it by ignoring provocations and insults
until it became impossible because, as Putin says,  “the West has crossed every line.”

CIA Adapts Database Software Called PROMIS with Back Door for Cyber-espionage

By Dr. Jack Colhoun, September 27, 2022

Did the CIA lie, cheat and betray its friends and business partners in ways that even Donald
Trump might envy? A rapidly unfolding intelligence scandal indicates that the answer is
yes.  The dark world of  cyber-age espionage is on full  display in the unfolding scandal
involving the CIA and Crypto AG, the encryption company based in Zug, Switzerland.

World War III Has Already Begun, but the Truth Is Being Withheld from the Public Until the
Very Last Moment

By Mike Adams, September 27, 2022

World War III has already begun. You simply aren’t being told this because your government
and dishonest media outlets are dedicated to keeping you in the dark. After all, they want to
use the remaining time to stockpile food, ammunition, medical supplies and precious metals
for themselves,  and this can only be accomplished by withholding the truth about the
situation for as long as possible.

‘Untethered’ Air Force General. The Alleged “China Threat”: ‘When you kill your enemy,
every part of your life is better’
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By David Roza, September 27, 2022

An aerospace industry conference took on more of a tent revival feel on Wednesday when
an Air Force general took the stage and sought to fire the audience up about the existential
threat he said China posed to the American way of life and the urgent work needed to
defeat it.

Negotiated Settlement to Prevent a “Protracted Proxy War with a Nuclear Ending”

By Walt Zlotow, September 27, 2022

The  Chicago  Tribune  uses  this  singular  victory  in  the  7  month  Russian  offensive  as
foreshadowing a possible Ukrainian victory in the war. But the Trib omitted that the 1,000
square miles recaptured represents just 2% of the near one fifth of Ukraine under Russian
control. At a 2% success rate, that would require 49 more offensives to oust Russia.

Fascism Returns to Europe’s Centerstage

By M. K. Bhadrakumar, September 27, 2022

The stunning victory of a far-right coalition in Italy’s parliamentary election on Sunday is
largely seen from the distinct prospect of Giorgia Melonibecoming the country’s next prime
minister,  whose  hardline  views  on  immigration  and  the  preservation  of  the  “Christian
family” are rooted in the Italian Social Movement (MSI), a party founded after World War II
by the nostalgic former members of Benito Mussolini’s fascist dictatorship. 
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